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Abstract: Entrainment of liquid from the film surface by high-velocity gas stream strongly affects
mass, momentum and heat transfer in annular flow. The construction of basic assumptions for
simplified physical models of the flow, as well as validation of numerical models, requires detailed
experimental investigation of droplet entrainment process and the preceding stages of film surface
evolution. The present paper analyzes the achievements and perspectives of application of various
experimental approaches to qualitative and quantitative characterization of droplet entrainment.
Optical visualization in at least two planes simultaneously may provide enough information on
transitional liquid structures and detaching droplets, given that the side-view image is not obscured
by the wall film. A planar LIF technique is not suitable for this purpose, since real objects are hidden
by curved agitated interface and replaced by optical artifacts. To characterize the waves evolving into
the transitional liquid structures, film thickness measurements in the plane of the wall are necessary.
Such measurements can be achieved by intensity-based optical techniques, such as Brightness-Based
LIF, near-infrared or X-ray attenuation techniques, combined with the side-view observations.

Keywords: annular flow; disturbance waves; ripples; droplet entrainment; experimental methods

1. Introduction

At high gas content, gas-liquid flow follows an annular pattern: liquid film is formed
on the duct walls and sheared by high-velocity gas stream in the duct core. Interaction
of the liquid surface to strong gas shear produces waves of different types and scales. At
large gas and liquid flow rates, both the liquid and gas dispersed phase appears in such a
flow in the form of liquid droplets torn from the film surface and gas bubbles entrapped
by liquid film. Due to its high speed, intense mixing, and large interfacial area, annular
flow is widely used in heat exchangers, cooling systems, and chemical reactors. It occurs in
oil-and-gas production and transportation [1,2], gas purification, and propulsion engines.
It may also occur as a result of liquid boiling/evaporation or steam condensation in an
originally single-phase flow, as happens in nuclear industry [3] or solar energy plants [4].

Droplet entrainment is perhaps the most complex phenomenon among those taking
place in annular flow. The flow rate of liquid travelling as droplets may make up to 80%
of the total liquid flow rates even in the absence of heat flux [5]. As a result, the wall film
gets thinner, which affects the rate of heat removal from the heated duct walls. Liquid in
the entrained droplets is transported along the pipe with the speed close to that of the gas
stream (for comparison, the typical speed of the largest waves is an order of magnitude
smaller). The gas stream loses its energy on acceleration of entrained droplets; thus, the
pressure drop in the flow increases. Mass and heat exchange between the wall film and the
gas core is also intensified. Entrained droplets may hit the film surface creating either a
large number of small-size droplets (“secondary entrainment”), or a large number of small
bubbles entrapped in the liquid film. Entrapped bubbles, as well as the perturbation of the
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film surface created by impacting droplets may serve as nucleation sites for formation of
dry spots on heated walls. The presence of droplets and bubbles increases the interfacial
area thus enhancing heat transfer and chemical reactions between the phases. The droplets
also affect the turbulence in the gas phase: small droplets attenuate the turbulence and
large droplets augment it, see [6].

It is not surprising that understanding the entrainment physics is of high importance
for industrial applications. Numerous experimental studies were devoted to measuring the
properties of droplets in annular flow. The droplet flow rate was measured in an integral
manner, using sampling probes [7], a film extraction technique [8], and tracer additives [9].
The size and velocity distributions of entrained droplets were measured by the diffraction
technique [10], Doppler anemometry [11], and interferometry [12]. To study the droplets,
the film is usually extracted from the pipe walls to provide a clear view.

At present, the prediction of entrainment is mainly made in form of correlations,
providing an empirical generalization of droplet parameters [13,14]. There exist numer-
ical models of entrainment [15–18], but the dynamics of the modeled flow vary greatly
in different computational setups used by different authors. The construction of simpli-
fied physically-based models of entrainment is possible, but it critically depends on basic
assumptions employed in the models. Previous attempts to create such models [19–21] re-
quired strong empirical corrections, effectively reducing each model into another empirical
correlation (see [22]).

To construct the basic assumptions for the simplified physical models, and to validate
the numerical models of the process, it is necessary to study the very process of entrainment
(i.e., the physical events leading to detachment of droplets) on both qualitative and quanti-
tative levels. One needs to understand the whole process of deformation of the film surface
leading to the detachment of droplets; the parameters of the evolving film perturbations
and deformed liquid structures must be measured at each stage of their evolution, together
with the parameters of the droplets created in the process of the interface destruction. Such
studies are relatively rare in the field, and some observations and their interpretations in
different studies contradict each other.

In the present paper we analyze the available experimental results on the process of
droplet entrainment from film surface. It should be noted that secondary entrainment
due to droplet impact, bubble burst, or break-up of a liquid membrane in transitional
slug/churn flow are ignored here, though the main methodical conclusions of the present
paper are also applicable for these processes. The paper is structured in relation to the meth-
ods of investigation. However, the description of each technique also presents the method’s
contribution to the current understanding of entrainment physics and the method’s ca-
pability to further elucidate the entrainment process. Thus, the name of each chapter
consists of two parts, with the second part reflecting the method’s role in the development
of our understanding.

2. Non-Optical Techniques: From Wave Shape to First Entrainment Hypotheses

The main number of techniques suitable for studying the entrainment process can be
considered “optical”, even if they employ radiation with a wavelength out of the visible
spectrum. Nonetheless, a large number of studies were carried out based on non-optical
techniques, and some of these studies have exerted their influence on the present field
of knowledge.

Both conductance and capacitance methods are based on measuring the conductiv-
ity/capacity, respectively, between the electrodes contacting liquid. The electrodes may be
flush-mounted into the duct wall or introduced into the flow (“parallel-wire” or “twin-wire”
probes). In the former configuration [23–25], the dependence of the probe signal on film
thickness gets saturated at a certain thickness value, defined mainly by the probe size, i.e.,
the distance between the flush-mounted electrodes. The signal of the probe is averaged
over this distance, so the spatial resolution of the probe is limited by the probe size. Because
of that, the shape of the waves with a longitudinal size comparable to the probe size will be
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distorted in the probe record, not to mention the detection of any fine liquid structures on
top of large waves. Reducing the probe size might improve the spatial resolution, but it
will also reduce the range of measurable film thicknesses. The twin-wire probes [26–28]
have linear calibration dependence and generally better spatial resolution compared to
flush-mounted probes. On the other hand, they might perturb the flow; besides, a capillary
meniscus can be formed around the wires affecting the measurements.

Such probes were intensively used to obtain temporal records of film thickness and
study the wave structure. It was established that the appearance of entrained droplets
(detected based on visual observations or sampling probe studies) requires the presence
of large-amplitude liquid structures on the film surface. These structures are known
as “disturbance waves”. Due to the limitations of the technique described above, the
disturbance waves in such records have a smooth shape with a steep front slope and a single
well-pronounced crest (Figure 1). Based on this shape, two hypotheses were proposed
in [29]: shearing-off the disturbance wave crests and wave undercutting (Figure 2). Though
these hypotheses did not receive any direct experimental confirmation, they remain the
most popular in the literature; the former hypothesis is used as the basic assumption in
majority of the aforementioned simplified physical models.
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The non-optical techniques have wider capabilities than merely taking film thickness
records in one point. It is possible to create multi-component probes, obtaining the records
simultaneously in many points, obtaining the film thickness records resolved along one [30]
or two [31,32] spatial coordinates. E.g., in [30] it was found that the waves on the base film
are produced at the rear slope of the disturbance waves, and in [31] it was shown that the
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disturbance waves, even if they are closed around the pipe circumference, show strong
amplitude variation in circumferential direction and also large temporal variation as they
propagate downstream. Nonetheless, such approaches are limited by the wall film mea-
surements and are hardly suitable for studying the droplets simultaneously with the waves.
The measurements in the central part of the duct can be made with tomographic modifica-
tions of conductance/capacitance techniques, namely, wire-mesh sensor [33] and electric
capacitance tomography [34], respectively. Such approaches allow one to reconstruct instan-
taneous distributions of the liquid phase in one cross-section of the duct. However, these
measurements are not resolved in longitudinal coordinate; the results are also averaged
over the distance between the sensor layers; the accuracy of the reconstruction is also quite
limited by the large distance between neighboring wires or by the number and size of the
capacitance plates.

3. Shadow Visualization: From Simplicity to Complexity

Optical techniques are convenient for observing a large spatial domain. Thus, it is
easy to observe a complex object evolving in time and shifting in space; multiple objects
of a different nature (e.g., waves and droplets) can be studied simultaneously. In the
further analysis, we consider only the approaches employing domain-based measurements
and ignore the techniques limited to pointwise applications such as laser focus displace-
ment [35], total internal reflection [36], chromatic confocal imaging [37], etc. Moreover,
in this section we only discuss the direct optical visualization approach, which normally
consists in imaging the flow illuminated by white light.

Obviously, one camera can see one spatial plane. Three spatial coordinates would define
three main working planes. We denote the axis parallel to the flow direction—longitudinal
coordinate—as x. The transverse coordinate parallel to the wall over which the film flows is
denoted as y. The transverse coordinate orthogonal to the wall and the film surface is denoted
as z. In pipes, y-coordinate can be referred to as the circumferential or azimuthal coordinate
and can be also replaced by the azimuthal angle in polar coordinates with the origin at the
pipe axis. Respectively, the z-coordinate can be referred to as the radial coordinate, and x as
the axial coordinate.

The simplest way to visualize flow in pipes is to obtain backlit images in x-y planes.
The lamp is placed on one side of the pipe, and the camera “sees” this light passing through
the flow. In the very first studies it was observed that the disturbance waves have a “milky”
appearance due to strong agitation of their surface. This alone contradicts the “smooth”
profiles of disturbance waves obtained by low-resolution conductance probes as mentioned
above, and to the related hypotheses.

For annular flow inside pipes the whole pipe wall is covered by agitated liquid
film. Therefore, it is quite difficult to organize a clear view of the objects in the gas core
through this interface. On the other hand, it is generally agreed that the disturbance waves
are qualitatively the same in ducts of different size, shape and orientation, despite the
related quantitative difference in wave parameters. The first comprehensive study of the
interrelation between the roughness of disturbance wave surface and liquid entrainment
was made in [38] on a liquid film flowing along the bottom of a horizontal rectangular
duct by viewing the film from the top (i.e., in the x-y plane). It was found that there exist
smaller-scale horseshoe-shaped “ripples” on top of disturbance waves (Figure 3). Under
the action of gas shear, these ripples got stretched like soap bubbles and broken into a
number of droplets. This scenario is more complex than those proposed in [29]. Moreover,
it is more plausible: shorter structures are easier to deform and break by the gas stream
than the whole crest of a disturbance wave, which normally has a large longitudinal size of
the order of 1 cm. Some more recent visualization studies in pipes (e.g., [18,39]) generally
follow the pattern proposed in [38].
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Figure 3. Visualization of entrainment due to break-up of ripples on top of a disturbance wave in a
horizontal rectangular duct in the x-y plane [38].

The same process was observed later in [40] in the y-z plane. This camera was oriented
along the pipe axis through a specially organized viewing window. Although in this
configuration it is impossible to distinguish between the disturbance waves and ripples on
top of them, the deformed liquid structures being shattered into droplets can be clearly seen.
Using an analogy with secondary atomization of droplets in a gas stream, the entrainment
events were separated into two types: bag break-up and ligament break-up (Figure 4). The
former (Figure 4a) is very likely the same as the process observed in [38]: part of a wave is
blown into a liquid bag; at some point, this bag gets torn into many droplets. During the
latter (Figure 4b), an isolated liquid jet (“ligament”) is formed from the film surface; this
ligament is then broken into a small number of relatively large droplets. The break-up of a
ligament is reminiscent of Rayleigh–Plateau instability. Later, similar observations were
made in [41,42].
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The direct visualization of the entrainment process in the x-z plane was made in [43].
In this work, there was clear optical access to the breaking wave and droplets, since the film
was flowing on the outer surface of a cylinder (namely, part of a rectangular rod bundle
mimicking nuclear installations). Again, bag and ligament break-up can be observed
(Figure 5). It is also quite clear that only a small fraction of a disturbance wave—namely, a
short ripple on its surface—directly participates in the entrainment process.
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Figure 5. Visualization of entrainment due to bag break-up (a) and ligament break-up (b) on the
outer surface of a vertical cylinder in the x-z plane [43].

It is also educational to see the entrainment visualization presented in the works [44,45],
where laboratory-modeled sea waves were studied in a large (20 m by 2 m by 2 m) tank
sheared by strong wind. The visualization was carried out in both the x-z and x-y planes,
and the same events of bag and ligament break-up were observed (Figure 6). In this case it
is especially clear that the wind does not tear off the crests of the large-scale waves, which
are orders of magnitude higher and longer than the disturbance waves in annular flow.
On the opposite, the typical transverse size of the bags created on the surface of deep
gas-sheared liquid layer, is of the order of 1 cm. The transverse and longitudinal size of the
ripples broken into droplets in the annular flow is of the same order of magnitude [46].

For both the thin-film flow [43] and the deep-layer flow [45], it is reported that the
liquid bag consists of a thin central film and a thicker rim around it. The central film is
broken first into small droplets; afterwards, the rim is broken into larger droplets.

The entrainment events presented in Figures 3–6 are essentially three-dimensional.
The only expected kind of symmetry is the bilateral symmetry of a liquid bag, which is also
not necessarily true. Quantitative optical investigations require simultaneous imaging of
the entrainment events in at least two planes.
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Figure 6. Visualization of entrainment: (a) due to bag break-up in the x-z plane; (b) ligament break-up
in the x-y plane on surface of a 2 m deep gas-sheared liquid layer [44].

Such investigation can provide the dynamic characteristics of the transitional liquid
structure (i.e., bag or ligament), together with the characteristics of the entrained droplets.
However, the important characteristics of liquid film, including the parameters of the
disturbance wave and three-dimensional evolution of the ripples that serve as the basis for
formation of the transitional liquid structures, cannot be extracted merely from shadow
visualization. An additional technique applicable for film thickness measurements and
compatible with optical visualization is required.

4. Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) Technique: Deceptive Clarity

The planar LIF method is based on direct imaging of one section of a liquid film
(doped with fluorescent dye) illuminated by a laser sheet. The sheet is usually oriented in
the x-z plane, and the camera views the fluorescing liquid along y-axis. For annular flow,
this method is mainly applied in circular pipes [47–51]. In some of these papers [49,51],
the authors claim that entrainment events can be observed directly using PLIF technique.
Sometimes, such images are interpreted based on seeming similarity to previously reported
entrainment mechanisms [49], and sometimes, the interpretation involves the construction
of new hypotheses [51].

Figure 7 shows a number of such events presented in [49]. In this work, a downward
air-water annular flow was studied in a 32.4 mm diameter pipe. The bright areas in the
images are presumably occupied by liquid. The pipe wall is on the right-hand side of
each sub-image, and the interface is on the left. The flow direction is from top to bottom.
The events presented in Figure 7a,b were interpreted as shearing-off disturbance wave
crests and disturbance wave undercutting, respectively, since they are reminiscent of the
images shown in Figure 2. Figure 7c shows a structure reminiscent of a liquid ligament (see
Figures 4b, 5b and 6b). Figure 7d-e and Figure 7f are interpreted, respectively, as bursting
of a large bubble and droplet impingement, discussed in [29] and before.

In [51], upward annular flow was studied in a 25 mm pipe. Figure 8b shows an
example sequence of PLIF-images. In this image, the pipe wall is on the left, and the
flow goes upwards. In total, five types of entrainment events were allegedly observed.
These events are not directly related to previously proposed hypotheses; instead, new
hypotheses are constructed. All the event types are alike; they are all related to the partial
disappearance of a disturbance wave image. The difference between the types is related to
which part of a wave disappears: the whole small-scale wave (type 1); the front part of a
large wave (type 2); the rear part of a large wave (type 3, see Figure 8); the top part of a
large wave (type 4); part of wave containing a bubble image (type 5).
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The images presented above may seem to be a direct visualization of the entrainment
process, but this interpretation is doubtful from both hydrodynamics and optics points of view.
Let us first list the issues related to hydrodynamics. The events shown in Figure 7a,b exactly
correspond to hypotheses based on speculation [29] and not observed with plain visualization.
The ligament formation (Figure 7c) was observed indeed in visualization studies, but in all
cases the ligaments are oriented along the flow (see Figure 5b, Figure 6b, and Figure 13b),
whilst in Figure 7c it is oriented against the flow. All the entrainment “types” suggested in [51]
assume that a very strong and narrow gas jet literally cuts through the liquid, “slicing” it in
chunks. Such behavior does not look plausible, especially with a low gas speed of 6 m/s.
Besides, the probability of all entrainment events in [51] is reported to decrease quickly with
increasing gas speed, which also contradicts all measurements of entrainment intensity (see,
e.g., [13,14]).

From an optics point of view, it is not likely that the process of entrainment can be
directly observed in the PLIF-images without any distortion. Analysis of optical distortions
related to PLIF-imaging in pipes was carried out in [52,53], though these papers mainly
dealt with the error of film thickness measurements. At present, no analysis considering
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optical distortions for PLIF-visualization of the entrainment phenomena is presented in the
literature. For that reason, such analysis will be carried out in the present review.

Let us start with a simple case of annular film with nearly uniform thickness. An
example of a raw PLIF-image for such case (flow of liquid film falling under the action of
gravity along the inner walls of a vertical pipe) is shown in Figure 9. A typical PLIF-image
consists of a bright stripe near the pipe wall and a dark area above it. There also might
appear a thin bright line above the film image far in the dark area (so-called “ghost image”).
It should be noted that there appear to be some “barbs” on the film surface (at x = 6 mm and
x = 20 mm), even in absence of gas flow and entrainment. A straightforward interpretation
of PLIF-images is that the bright stripe shows the film profile and the dark area shows the
gas above this film in the illuminated pipe section.
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Figure 9. Raw PLIF-image of a falling film flow in a vertical 32.4 mm pipe; taken from the experi-
mental data set [52]. (1) PLIF-image of liquid film (both true and false image, see below); (2) “Ghost”
image of the film seen through the pipe wall.

To understand how correct this interpretation is, let us consider the application of
the PLIF method to a waveless liquid film with a uniform thickness of 5 mm in a 50 mm
diameter pipe (the numbers are arbitrary and do not quantitatively change the conclusions).
A portion of such a pipe section is sketched in Figure 10; the interface is shown by thick
blue line, and the pipe inner wall by thick black line. One longitudinal section of the film is
illuminated by a laser sheet (shown by the pale green rectangle). The camera is viewing
the pipe from the right. For simplicity, we assume that the angle between the camera axis
and the laser sheet plane is 90◦, and the rays going to camera are parallel. In addition, we
neglect the refraction on the pipe inner wall. This assumption implies the same refraction
coefficient for the liquid and pipe wall (e.g., if the pipe is made of FEP, see [49]), and a flat
vertical outer wall of a pipe on the right-hand side (i.e., if the pipe is placed into an optical
box, see [49]). The ray tracing is very simple here, based merely on Snell’s law, Fresnel
equations, equality of the angles of incidence and reflection, and the geometry of the film
and pipe. Namely, the ray path is defined by the angle α between the vector connecting the
origin to a particular point at the interface, and the z-axis. The angle of incidence is then
defined as π/2—α if this angle exceeds the angle of total internal reflection or TIR-angle
(48.6◦ for air-water system), the ray will not pass through the interface.

As illustrated by the rays drawn in Figure 10, the real picture is quite different from
the straightforward one. The rays passing through the illuminated section of the liquid film
(shown by red lines in Figure 10 between z = –20 mm and z = –25 mm) indeed collect the
fluorescence emitted by the laser-illuminated liquid film and show the real profile of film
thickness (zone A). The rays slightly above this section (shown by magenta lines, between
z = −20 mm and z = −18.5 mm) are totally internally reflected from the interface. After
reflection, these rays also pass through the illuminated section of the film, so they also
deliver fluorescence to the camera image, creating a false film image (see also [53]). The
false image width is about 30% of that of the real image for a film of constant thickness
(zone B). The false image is also deformed (namely, non-uniformly compressed along z)
and turned upside down. Thus, the border of the bright stripe in the PLIF image does not
correspond to the real interface, even if the 30% increase is taken into account. The real
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interface is inside the bright stripe. The brightness of real and false images is approximately
the same, so the position of the true interface cannot be detected based on brightness values.
Although sometimes a thin brighter or darker line can be seen where the true interface is
located, its presence is not guaranteed [52].
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The rays passing above the false image (shown by black lines, between z = −18.5 mm
and z = −15 mm) are also totally internally reflected at the interface but they do not pass
through the illuminated section of the film, so the pixels collecting fluorescence along
these rays remain dark (zone C). These rays do not enter into the gas phase, so the image
collected by them has no relation to the gas section above the film. Thus, any object above
the film surface in the illuminated section (like an entrained droplet drawn in Figure 10 or
a deformed liquid structure) cannot be seen by the camera in areas B and C.

Such objects can be observed in zone D by the rays passing even higher (the blue lines
in Figure 10, for z > −15 mm). These rays do penetrate into the gas phase, though the
reflection coefficient may be still high closely to zone C. The transmitted rays are refracted
and hit the interface at different points. Those rays which pass through the illuminated
section of the film (at z ~−13–14 mm for the circular interface) would create the ghost
image of the film (as the one shown in Figure 9). Additionally, the interpretation of such
an image as a reflection of the fluorescence from the farther wall of the pipe, proposed
in [52], is incorrect: it is just fluorescence seen by the rays refracted at the closer wall. If
some objects like droplets are in the laser sheet above the film, they absorb the light and
emit fluorescence, so they can be seen in zone D. However, these objects will be seen far
from the film image, separated by the false image zone B and the blind zone C; their images
will be distorted by the curved interface even in the case of a smooth film of constant
thickness. Moreover, in the flow conditions where droplets or complex liquid structures
may appear, the whole film surface would be agitated with short-length three-dimensional
waves. In this case, even the ghost image disappears from the PLIF-images due to strong
distortions. Each interface perturbation on the optical path would work as a lens massively
distorting the images of droplets, especially if the “focus distance” of such a “lens” is small
compared to the distance from a droplet to the “lens”. Even worse, the laser sheet itself
may be refracted at the agitated interface.

Given the above, none of the interpretations provided for Figure 7 is correct. The bright
spots near the apparent interface (Figure 7a,b,f) are not related to droplets which cannot be
seen in such a system. If the elongated structures connected to the interface, interpreted
as liquid ligaments (specified for Figure 7c, but also observable for Figure 7a,b,f), were
real, they would have not been visible in PLIF-images, being also hidden from view by an
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inclined interface. Only the bubble shown in Figure 7d,e is possibly a real large bubble.
Most likely, this bubble is located between the laser sheet and the camera, judging by the
bright longitudinal line in its center. A more detailed description of how to distinguish the
real y-position of a bubble relative to the laser sheet can be seen in Section 3.4 in [52]. It is
still unclear whether that bubble has actually burst or its upper border (i.e., thin liquid film
covering the bubble) has just disappeared from view.

To properly interpret the images shown in Figures 7 and 8, one needs to answer
two questions:

(1) How a bright isolated area may appear in PLIF-images?
(2) How a part of a bright area connected to the film image may disappear?

The simple modeling shows that both questions have the same answer and that this
answer is related to the presence of three-dimensional waves on the film surface between
the laser sheet and the camera, mainly in zones B and C shown in Figure 10. If all the
waves were perfectly two-dimensional, i.e., if the cross-section of the interface was always
circular (with only the radius varying due to passage of waves), the PLIF-image would
have consisted only of the true and false film images, with an approximately constant ratio
of their sizes. However, for three-dimensional waves, the position of the interface will
show oscillations along the azimuthal coordinate; the local azimuthal slope and, hence, the
incidence angle, will also undergo strong variations.

Figure 11a shows a fragment of uniform annular film with imposed small azimuthal
perturbation of the film surface. The perturbation is selected in the form of one period
of cosine function with amplitude of 0.5 mm (10% of film thickness) and azimuthal size
of 6 mm. The position of this perturbation is characterized by the y-coordinate of its
center, L. The perturbation does not affect the rays obtaining the true film image (see ray 1
passing at z = −20.5 mm), and the rays hitting the interface between the laser sheet and the
perturbation (ray 2 at z = −19.5 mm). However, the rays reflected from the perturbed area
may not reach the illuminated section of the film due local change of the interface slope
(ray 3 at z = −18.5 mm). The rays reflected near the outer edge or outside the perturbation
(ray 4 at z = −17.5 mm), may again hit the illuminated section and create a bright patch in
the false film image.

In general, a ray may create a bright spot in the false film image region if the conditions
below are satisfied:

(1) The reflection coefficient of a ray hitting the interface is close or equal to unity. This
means that the angle of incidence, taking into account the local change of interface
slope due to the perturbation, is close to the TIR-angle or exceeds it.

(2) The reflected ray crosses the laser-illuminated section of the film.
(3) There is no interface on the reflected ray’s optical path between the reflection point

and the illuminated section.

Technically, there could appear bright spots in more complicated cases. For example,
the reflected ray hitting the interface (condition 3 is broken) may get totally reflected again
into the illuminated section. Alternatively, the ray hitting a local steep slope may pass
through the interface (condition 1 is broken) and be refracted to penetrate again into the
illuminated film section. Such cases were neglected in the present analysis: if any of the
conditions (1–3) is not satisfied, the corresponding camera pixel level is set to zero; if all the
conditions are satisfied, it is set to unity.

Figure 11b shows how the raw PLIF brightness profile would look at different y-positions
of the perturbation. If L = 0, the upper edge of the false film image does not change; however,
its bottom part will be darkened by the right edge of the perturbation. It should be noted
that in this case the true film thickness in the illuminated section is 10% higher, but it is
not detected by PLIF. In the medium range of L (5–8 mm), part of the false image will be
darkened, reducing the apparent film thickness. There will also appear an additional bright
spot above the film image, creating an illusion of a droplet above the film surface or a liquid
ligament/overturning wave if this bright area is still connected to the true/false film image
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at neighboring x. This spot may be also shifted far from the area of the false film image,
strengthening the illusion of a droplet flying above the interface. If the perturbation is located
outside the false film area (L ≥ 10 mm), it does not affect the false image.
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Thus, the presence of even a small and smooth perturbation effectively “shatters” the
“mirror” surface creating the false film image. Parts of this surface stop acquiring fluores-
cence due to altering the path of reflected light, which leads to temporal disappearance of
the false film image and, in the case of severe perturbations, part of the true film image as
well. This effect can make an illusion of disappearance of part of a wave, which can be
further erroneously interpreted as liquid entrainment (as it was done in [51]). Furthermore,
some “shards” of the “shattered mirror” may still collect fluorescence, creating isolated
bright spots in PLIF image. These spots can be erroneously interpreted as liquid droplets
or structures connected to the film (liquid ligaments, overturning waves) and attributed to
entrainment events, as it was done in [49].

In real annular flow with entrainment, the film surface is strongly agitated by the gas
shear, being covered with three-dimensional ripples on top of disturbance waves and on
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the base film. These waves may have a variety of amplitude and transverse size values,
introducing more severe perturbations of the film surface compared to the one analyzed
above. The disturbance waves themselves are not uniform in amplitude across the pipe
circumference [31]. Their fronts (as well as those of ripples) may be curved or slanted in the
x-y plane [46]; as a result, additional azimuthal slopes may appear in the y-z cross-section
studied by PLIF.

To summarize, optical artifacts created by the “mirror” perturbations severely distort
the PLIF images, making the PLIF technique inappropriate for studying the entrainment
process. It should be also noted that the shadow visualization in the x-z plane inside circular
pipes [54–56] is inapplicable to studying entrainment for similar reasons: neither droplets
nor three-dimensional liquid structures in the investigated x-z plane will be seen due to
the total internal reflection of light at the interface between the investigated pipe section
and the camera. Besides, only the lowest film thickness value will be measurable in a given
cross-section of the pipe.

5. Brightness-Based Laser-Induced Fluorescence (BBLIF) Technique: Enhancing the
Visualization Studies

The BBLIF technique also employs the principle of laser-induced fluorescence, but the
film thickness is recovered in a different manner compared to the PLIF method. Namely,
both the camera and the laser are aimed at the same fragment of the x-y plane. Each pixel
of the camera collects the fluorescence along a ray approximately normal to the wall and
passing through the film. This value of fluorescence intensity is converted into local film
thickness [46]. A matrix of film thickness, h(x,y), can be obtained at each time instant.

Application of this technique allows one to clarify the spatiotemporal dynamics and
three-dimensional shape of the ripples on liquid film. Experiments in downward flow
in a vertical pipe have shown [57] that all the ripples are generated at the rear slopes of
disturbance waves. Depending on the relative x-coordinate of the point of inception, a
ripple may either lag behind the “parent” disturbance wave and travel with low speed over
the base film (“slow ripples”) or accelerate and travel with high speed over the disturbance
wave (“fast ripples”). The same spatiotemporal evolution of ripples was observed in a
horizontal rectangular duct [46]. At low liquid and high gas flow rates, where entrainment
is not observed, fast ripples do not exist: only the “primary” waves generating slow
“secondary” waves can be seen, and the crests of the primary waves remain smooth. This
observation confirms that ripples on top of disturbance waves are necessary for liquid
entrainment. The fast ripples often disappear from view when they reach the front of the
disturbance wave or even before that. This happens due to shattering of the fast ripple
into droplets as first described in [38]. Moreover, the entrained droplets are seen in the
BBLIF data since they also contain the fluorophore; the spatiotemporal trajectory of such
a droplet starts where the trajectory of the fast ripple disappears [58]. Figure 12 shows
examples of the spatiotemporal evolution of disturbance waves, fast and slow ripples, and
the entrained droplets.

Experiments [46] show that the fast ripples are three-dimensional and have horseshoe-
shaped fronts in the x-y plane. These ripples are placed in a staggered order in several rows
(the number of rows is mainly defined by the ratio of the longitudinal size of a disturbance
wave to that of a fast ripple). The transitional liquid structures are distinguishable in BBLIF
data since they also contain fluorophore. It was observed that the bag break-up occurs due
to the deformation and breaking of the whole front of a fast ripple (Figure 13a). At the
same time, ligament break-up occurs at the junctions of the side edges of neighboring fast
ripples, where a longitudinally-oriented liquid hump is formed. The gas shear strips the
liquid from this hump and forms a ligament oriented in the flow direction (Figure 13b).
Indeed, the ligaments are most frequently observed between fast ripples.
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Figure 12. Spatiotemporal evolution of disturbance waves and ripples on gas-sheared liquid film in a
horizontal rectangular duct [46]. Local brightness of the image corresponds to local instantaneous
film thickness. A disturbance wave is seen as an inclined bright non-uniform stripe. The numbers
denote: slow ripples (1), fast ripples (2), entrained droplet (3), entrapped bubbles (4). (a) A large
fragment of h(x,t) matrix showing a disturbance wave and its surroundings; (b) A smaller magnified
fragment showing the structure of a disturbance wave.

Both the longitudinal and transverse size of fast ripples decreases as the gas speed
is increased [46]. Thus, the amount of entrainment events of both types per unit surface
area is expected to grow with gas speed. The relative contribution of the bag break-up
mechanism into total liquid entrainment is expected to get smaller compared to that of the
ligament break-up at high gas flow rates. The reason is that each broken ripple becomes
narrower; hence, less liquid is torn from film surface via bag break-up. At the same time,
the number of junctions where ligaments are formed increase with gas speed.

For a complete description of the entrainment events, the BBLIF can be combined with
simultaneous visual observations in the x-z plane. An additional camera looking from the
side can be employed and synchronized with the BBLIF camera. No additional light source
is required for the second camera since it may also use the same laser illumination. Within
this approach, all instantaneous coordinates of the entrained droplets may be obtained,
together with the shape of the transitional structures and overturning waves. A detailed
description of such a stereoscopic approach is given in [59]. Though that paper mainly
deals with impact of previously entrained droplets on the film surface, the same data can be
used to investigate the entrainment events. Figure 14 shows an example of an entrainment
event seen by two cameras simultaneously.
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Gas-sheared liquid film in a horizontal rectangular duct [46]. Image size is 20 mm × 13 mm (a) and
20 mm × 10 mm (b). Time step is 0.5 ms.

The BBLIF technique has its own optical artifacts. At steep interface slopes, approach-
ing and exceeding the TIR-angle, defined approximately as dh/dx ≥ 1 and/or dh/dy ≥ 1,
the coefficient of the reflection of light from the interface is of order of unity, which is unac-
counted in the film thickness calculation process. This reflection leads to the appearance of
narrow but high-amplitude non-physical peaks of film thickness exactly on the steep slopes
(see, e.g., [52]). This phenomenon does not affect the film thickness measurements on the
base film, or rear slopes of disturbance waves, or even in the fast ripple area before the
intensive deformation into a liquid bag or ligament begins, so it is possible to quantitatively
investigate the initial stages of the entrainment process. After the deformation starts, all
kinds of interface slopes, including those over 900 with overturning, are possible.

The real height of the deformed fast ripples and more complex structures may be
extracted from the images obtained by the second camera in a stereoscopic approach as
described above. It must be noted that the optical distortions at steep slopes are inherent
not only to BBLIF, but to the majority of intensity-based optical techniques, including light-
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absorption techniques [60,61], pigment luminance technique [62], reflection-based [63], and
Schlieren-based methods [64–66].
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Figure 14. An example of simultaneous visualization of entrainment events in the x-z plane (top im-
age) and in the x-y plane by the BBLIF-technique (bottom image). Entrained droplet (1) and entrapped
bubbles (2) are shown for both images. Fast ripples (a–c) are shown in both images; ripple (a) is
being shattered into droplets, and ripples (b,c) are in the process of growth and overturning [59]. The
imaged area is 52 mm by 20 mm. The dashed trapezium shows the borders of the image viewed in
the x-y plane.

6. X-ray Technique: Towards Distortion-Free Experiments

The optical distortions described above appear due to the strong difference in refractive
indices of liquid and gas, which manifest themselves at steep local slopes of the interface.
The only way to safely avoid such issues is to eliminate this difference. To the best of our
knowledge, it cannot be solved by the selection of liquids and gas, since the difference
remains large enough for any combination of gas and liquid. However, it can be eliminated
by using non-optical radiation, namely, X-rays, as the main measurement tool. For X-rays,
the refractive index in both liquid and gas is very close to unity. At the same time, the
attenuation rate of the radiation intensity is different in gas and liquid media, so the spatial
distribution of the two phases can be distinguished by comparing the intensity of rays
passing through the media.

The pioneering X-ray visualization studies of annular flow [67,68] have shown the
ability of this technique to overcome the optical obscuring of the objects in the gas core
by agitated liquid film on pipe walls. In particular, complex liquid structures (“wisps”)
were observed in the gas core at large liquid flow rates. Most likely, such structures appear
due to the same bag and ligament break-up mechanisms. However, in this case bags and
ligaments are not entirely scattered into droplets; instead, large amorphous chunks of
liquid are detached from the film surface and carried by the gas stream.

A recent review of applications of the X-ray tomography technique to various multi-
phase flows can be found in [69]. A number of researchers [70–72] used X-ray radiography
to obtain cross-sectional void fraction distributions in stratified and annular gas-liquid
flow in pipes. Usually, two source-detector systems oriented along the y and z axes were
used simultaneously to reconstruct liquid phase distribution. In [73], the system rotated at
low speed to obtain time-averaged circumferential and longitudinal film thickness profiles
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before and after an orifice in the pipe. However, studies of high-speed transient processes
such as liquid entrainment are rare. In [74], a broad-band X-ray source was used for
observation of the dynamics of an annular liquid sheet, detached liquid droplets, and
entrapped air bubbles in an atomizer (Figure 15). In this work, outstanding spatial and
temporal resolution was achieved. Nonetheless, the attenuation rate depends strongly on
the wavelength, so the quantitative reconstruction of liquid phase distribution is impossible
using a broadband X-ray source; a monochromatic X-ray source is required instead.
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Figure 15. Deformation of annular liquid sheet with droplet entrainment in a two-fluid coaxial
atomizer studied with broadband X-ray radiography [74]. Subfigures (a,b) show consecutive frames
separated by 1 ms time interval.

An alternative way to avoid strong distortions is to use near-infrared radiation (NIR);
in this range, the liquid refractive index is also reduced, though it does not exactly reach
unity. This technique is also based on light attenuation by liquid and can be used to
reconstruct instantaneous liquid distribution in the flow (see, e.g., [75,76]).

Application of X-ray or NIR attenuation techniques to entrainment studies have the
same requirements as those for visible-light techniques, namely: obtaining instantaneous
images of the flow in at least two planes; at least the measurements in the x-y plane must
allow one to quantitatively reconstruct the local instantaneous film thickness; temporal and
spatial resolution of the method must be less than the smallest temporal and spatial scale
of the phenomenon under study. The advantages of these approaches are the possibility to
investigate entrainment for annular flow in pipes and less risk of distortions produced by
refraction and reflection.
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7. Discussion and Conclusions

The physical mechanism of liquid entrainment from disturbance waves in annular gas-
liquid flow is a long-discussed matter. A number of hypotheses concerning this mechanism
were proposed based on experimental observations. The hypotheses on shearing-off the
disturbance wave crests and undercutting of disturbance waves are based on the concept
of smooth disturbance waves, which, in turn, stems from film thickness records obtained
by low-resolution measurement techniques. Direct visualization studies of the entrainment
process carried out in three different planes and BBLIF studies of spatiotemporal evolution
of film thickness show that the surface of disturbance waves is unstable and covered with
ripples of much smaller length but comparable amplitude. These ripples are generated
at the rear slopes of disturbance waves and travel with high speed towards the fronts
of disturbance waves. The ripples are broken into droplets by two possible mechanisms
known as bag break-up and ligament break-up. The bag break-up occurs when a three-
dimensional ripple wave grows and its whole front is stretched and blown up by the gas
stream. The ligament break-up occurs at the junctions of fast ripples where liquid is stripped
by the gas shear and a forward-oriented jet is formed. Similar processes are found on the
surface of a deep layer of liquid when sea storm conditions are modeled experimentally.
The typical scale of the bags on deep water is quite close to that on thin films.

Comprehensive studies require reconstruction of instantaneous film thickness in the
plane of the wall to analyze the wave processes leading to entrainment, as well as detecting
the position and size of entrained droplets in the same plane. Simultaneously, side-view
visualization is needed to investigate the parameters of bags, ligaments, and entrained
droplets, to finally gain three-dimensional characterization of these objects. With visible-
light techniques, proper side-view visualization is possible only when there is no liquid film
between the studied object and the camera, e.g., when liquid film flows on a single flat plane
or on a convex surface. In annular pipe flows, a curved and agitated film surface on the
side walls creates strong optical distortions, especially affecting the PLIF-technique. Such
a challenge may be overcome by X-ray or near-infrared attenuation techniques, though
no studies of entrainment with an appropriate problem statement have been carried out
yet in annular flow. A brief summary of the applicability of experimental methods to the
investigation of fast ripples and transitional structures is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of limitations and capabilities of experimental techniques related to investigation
of entrainment process.

Experimental Technique
Fast Ripples Bags, Ligaments, and Droplets

Domain Distortions x-y Plane x-z Plane

Non-optical techniques * x-y Smoothened out due to
coarse resolution No No

Shadow visualization x Underestimation due to
3D waves Yes Yes

Planar Laser-Induced
Fluorescence x or y

Overestimation due to
mirror effect;

underestimation due to
3D waves

No No

Brightness-Based
Laser-Induced Fluorescence x-y Local overestimation at

steep slopes Yes
Compatible with shadow

visualization or
broad-band X-ray

X-ray and NIR techniques x-y No Yes
Compatible with shadow

visualization or
broad-band X-ray

Note: * Conductance, capacitance, etc.

Finally, it must be noted that qualitatively the mechanisms of liquid entrainment are
more or less clear at present. On the other hand, the quantitative data on the entrainment
process are scarce: properties of fast ripples [46] and liquid bags [45] were measured only
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separately, and in very different conditions. The future studies of the entrainment process
should report a quantitative analysis of the whole process, starting from the formation of
fast ripples, formation and break-up of bags and ligaments, and creation of droplets.
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